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No6l Skrzypczak

Nodl Skrzypczak is an alchemist of form. Often starting with an image

collected from a newspaper or ink drawing, landscapes soon become

sculpturaltoxic oozes that both lure and repel. First impressions of

Skrzypczak's wall and canvas works oscillate somewhere between feeling the

need to stand well back-and perhaps don a radioactive safety suit-and the

desire to freefall into her unending vortex of colour and viscosity.

Amped-up colour meets pop psychology in the artist's Rorschach inkblot-

inspired works. ln Champagne apocalypse with diamantes, 2008, landscape and

disaster meet the chromatically vibrant worlds of consumerism, advertising

and fashion. Dripping, pooling and congealing paint, Skrzypczak's gestural

skins also engage with the tradition of painting, summoning the wild legacy of

American abstract expressionism, with nods towards the cave paintings of

Lascaux and ranging to Titian's Bacchus and Ariadne,1520-23, in the process

swirling up painting's long history and taking a colourful swipe at the medium's

often foretold endgame.
Skrzypczak's formalist approach exerts the full power of her materials in

psychedelic free-form works, encouraging the klnd of everyday transcendental

moments that one might experience in finding figures in clouds. Though one

could happily remain lost in her technical mastery and the joy of seeing her

animated materials frozen in time, Skrzypczak's clear and often dooming titles

generate pathos and push her work into the realm of environmental discourse.

Beyond its lyrical colour, more sombre parables prevail in Skrzypczak's

2008 series 'Twelve Disasters'. With loaded titles such asTrain crash, Rising tide

andThe earth sheds its skin, her paint suddenly appears more like a slippage of

melting, tar-like flows, erupting pollution or the smattering of acid rain' Despite

referencing actual events, tumultuous expressive lines and smears of colour

stripped these works of their locality and sense of scale, creating singularly

anonymous dramas that somehow added up to a whole as they leached out

across the gallerY.

Skrzypczak's work can be tied to the eighteenth-century notion of the

sublime, whereby the audience - whether via literature, painting or poetry -
encountered a scene (often a landscape) that was too vast to be

comprehended. Carefully building up and then concealing any sense of

perspective, Skrzypczak's unending and impenetrable landscapes are just this

sort of sublime: meditative, poetic and delightfully visceral, however much

they may shriek and twist themselves into a maelstrom of chemical goo.

The artist's caref ul departure from the world of nature to the realm of

form shows a skilled navigation between the more accidental effects of her
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practice and the lineage of landscape conventions. Skrzypczak has said that

she often chooses'untamable' colours such as Phthalo green that she

wouldn't usually be drawn to, allowing them to take over and see where they

lead her.1

Like the post-painterly abstractionists, she rejects linear boundaries and

strict composition. However hers is a different kind of abstraction: capturing

frenetic energy through gesture but with work altogether too oily, pooling

and perhaps too human to sit comfortably among her more purely

abstracted or airbrushed forebears. Surface remains key as drips of paint

emerge directly from white gallery walls; the tension between these zones of

restraint and chaos highlight our alienation from the landscape we are

supposed to be in awe of. Defying this detachment with delight, paint slides,

swirls, f ractures, runs and drips off the canvas and onto the floor. Other

works, such as Monsoon,2006, and Love letter,2004, take on tentacle-like

forms, spreading across walls and sometimes escaping the constraints of

gallery windows.
While on a recent residency at Gertrude Contemporary Art Studios,

Melbourne, Skrzypczak expanded from her phantasmagorical planes and

vistas to embrace a third dimension in Love and babies or landscape of the

planet Tralfamadore,2O0S. The title is emblematic of the dichotomies and

dual meanings ever present in the artist's body of work. As a haemorrhaging

mass of hot pink and fleshy tones glows in a perspex skin from the floor,

there is an intriguing conversation here: on the one hand we could be

witnessing a volcanic landscape of mountainous orbs with ranges and

valleys as viewed from above (Skrzypczak's interpretation of Kurt Vonnegut's

fictional planet Tralfamadore); on the other hand, an attractive mass of

embryonic fluid-like matter seems to be incubating at our feet, a pulsating

sign of enduring life. Whatever the dominant reading, there seems no better

space than the silence and subjectivity of abstraction's expanses to let these

grand conversations play out.

'1 Allreferencestoquotesmadebytheartistaredrawnfromaconversationbetweentheauthorand
artist that took place in February 2009


